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ABSTRACT 
 
Compressive testing of composites is notoriously difficult, usually resulting in premature 
failure where specimens are gripped due to stress concentrations and shear stresses caused by 
the load introduction [1]. Bending tests can overcome this limitation and enable study of 
compressive failure [2], but the values may be too high because of the constraint on 
microbuckling due to the strain gradient through the thickness [3]. Compressive failure 
usually occurs due to misalignment of fibres, which is statistically distributed. There are 
therefore questions as to whether there is a size effect whereby larger specimens have lower 
strength due to increased likelihood of there being a defect or area of bad misalignment. 
However, attempts to verify this have been inconclusive [e.g. 4].  
 
In this paper, some non-standard approaches to studying compressive failure are presented. 
Firstly, tests on hybrid composites with layers of different types of carbon/epoxy between 
glass/epoxy plies are studied. Secondly a series of bending tests on pure carbon/epoxy are 
described to attempt to separate the effects of strain gradients and specimen size on 
compressive failure. 
 
There has been much discussion about hybrid effects and whether the strength of carbon fibre 
composites is higher when hybridised with glass [5]. It has been shown that in tension there 
can be a significant enhancement of strain at failure when very thin plies of carbon are 
sandwiched between glass due to the constraint on forming critical clusters of fibre breaks [6]. 
However, the investigation of hybrid effects in compression has been plagued even more by 
the difficulties of testing. In this study, hybrid laminates of standard thickness S-glass and thin 
M55 high modulus carbon have been tested in compression [7]. Layups were 
[SG1/(M551/SG1)17] and [SG1/(M552/SG1)17].  The specimens showed a non-linear response 
with a knee point and reduction in slope at about 0.5% strain due to compressive failure of the 
carbon plies. However, the knee point strain was the same for the single as for the double 
carbon plies, and did not show an increase, as was found for thin plies in tension. Failure was 
by fracture of the fibres rather than microbuckling. Four point bending tests were also carried 
out on glass specimens with M55 layers near the compressive surface, and the failure strains 
in the carbon were found to be very similar to those obtained in compression. These results 
suggest that there is no significant hybrid or strain gradient effect for M55 carbon/epoxy in 
compression. 
 
However, tests with other carbon/epoxy materials that fail by microbuckling show different 
trends. For example, hybrids of S-glass and thin T1000 intermediate modulus carbon of layup 
[(SG3/T1000)5/SG3] tested in compression gave failure strains of 2.45%, much higher than 
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other reported values for carbon/epoxy. This is consistent with theories of compressive 
strength such as the classical Rosen model [8] which indicate that microbuckling is not a 
function of fibre properties, but rather is due to the degree of support from the matrix and the 
fibre misalignment. This implies that compressive strength should not change with 
hybridisation, assuming unchanged alignment, but that the strain at failure should increase 
due to the reduced modulus of the hybrid compared to pure carbon. This result is also 
consistent with bending tests on hybrid specimens of TC35 high strength carbon epoxy. 
Compressive failure occurred at a strain of 3.00% for hybrids with single thin plies of layup 
[SG/TC351/SG]4s compared with 2.66% for double carbon plies in a [SG/TC352/SG]4s layup. 
An even higher strain of about 3.5% was obtained when the specimens were tested in a pin-
ended buckling rig, which eliminates the stress concentration at the loading rollers. These 
very high strain values suggest a strain gradient as well as hybrid effect for compressive 
strength of carbon/epoxy failing by microbuckling. 
 
Results will also be presented of tests on pure carbon-epoxy beams to try to separate the strain 
gradient and stressed volume effects. Initial four point bending tests showed that following 
the ASTM D6272 standard generally produced compressive failure at the loading points. 
However, when the loading nose diameter was increased from 10 mm to 25 mm, consistent 
gauge section compressive failures were achieved, and a 14% increase in failure strain. Scaled 
tests were then undertaken to investigate the effect of specimen dimensions on compressive 
failure strain. Sandwich beams were also tested with a wood core, which allows the depth of 
the beams to be increased without altering the in-plane dimensions, in order to examine the 
effect of the strain gradient alone. Another novel test consists of testing double beams stacked 
on top of each other, with the lengths and widths also doubled. This gives specimens with a 
factor of 8 difference in volume, but the same strain gradient through the thickness.  
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